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method of detecting and correcting errors which
impair the accuracy of the output information of
Such Systems.
The invention may be exemplified in its prac
tical application chiefly in Systerns employing

binary permutation codes. That is, Systems in
Which a code group consists of a numerical se
quence of any number of 0’s or 1’s in any per
mutation arrangement. Any individual element
of Such a code, therefore, consists of a 0 or 1. In
the telegraphic art such code permutation groups
are referred to as consisting of marking and Spac
ing elements. These marking and spacing ele
ments may be differentiated from each other in
practical arrangements by conditions of current
and no current, positive current and negative
current, or by any other suitably selected pairs of
conditions. It is more or less customary for
Workers in the telegraphic and related arts to use
the expression "code conbination' i'ather than

the expression “code permutation' in reference
to a code group. It should, therefore, be under
stood that the Word 'permutation' is used here
in as being more accurate but should not be
taken to distinguish from the terminology of code

2

which there are exactly two marking (or Spac
ing) elements, Arrangements have been devised
whereby a single error in the receipt or recorda
tion of a code group of such a system is detected
in that such an error results in more or less than
two marking or spacing conditions as the case
may be. Ti The principles, of this type of checking
and error indication may be extended to codes
of greater than five units. Indeed, it may be

This invention relates to permutation code sys
tems and in particular to apparatus for and a

O
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shown upon analysis that error checking in the
two-out-of-five systems and error checking in the
four-out-of-seven systems involve similar prin
ciples.
Furthernore, in certain types of arrangements
there have been used so-called biquinary Systems
wherein analogous methods have been enployed
Whereby recording or reception in Such a Systern
may be accomplished with the indication of a
Single error.

All of these arrangements involve the limiting

feature that an error upon being introduced, al
though detected, is not automatically corrected.
The maximum result Which the method or ap
pai’atus can achieve is indication of the presence

25 of the error. This indication is accomplished in

various ways, for example, by printing in the
case of printing telegraphy, an auditory alarn
signal indicating that an error has CCcurred, by

coinabination as used by telegraphers and others
stopping the reception and sending back to the
When applicable.
The prior art offers Systems and methods of 30 transmitting end of the System a Signal indicat
ing the necessity of retransmitting Some portion
checking the accuracy of received or recorded
of the information over again or, in the case of
permutation codes. In one known type of sys
certain types of systems, causing the operation
tem there are added to the Standard five-unit
permutation code groups tWO additional eleinents 35 to cease until the erroneous condition is detected
and corrected by human intervention.
for the purpose of checking accuracy. In Such
In accordance with the present invention, the
Systems the permutations usable for information
art may be advanced to a point where an actual
may consist of those having, for example, exactly
error or errors of transmission or recording may
four marking elements per code group of seven
eleinents transmitted; and in such arrange 40 be corrected automatically. Furthermore, in
addition to correcting one or more such errors,
ments the receipt of a permutation or code group
code Systerns designed in accordance With the
having less or more than four marking elements
principles of the invention may simultaneously
indicates some kind of error. Moreover, the
incorporate error Correction if a first number of
principe involved in thus checking the accuracy
of encoded received information may be extended 45 errors occurs and error detection if a second
number of errors occurs. In its simplest aspect,
to codes consisting of a greater number of ele
the invention may consist of means for correcting
Yents. There are in use systems employing so
a single error; in a further advanced aspect it
called two-out-of-five codes. Upon analysis,
may provide means for correcting one error or
these are found to be five-element binary per
mutation code Systems in which but ten of the 50 detecting two errors; in a more advanced aspect
it can provide means for correcting two error's,
pOSSible permutations are used, these being ten in

3.

4.

etc. However, practical considerations such as
those of cost and complexity may place a limit

As in the case of most advances in the art for

providing greater accuracy, the present advance
may be accomplished only by the addition and

upon the extent to Which error correction and de

tection is to be carried in any particular case.

Thus, it will be seen from an analysis of the de

Scription of the invention which folloWS here

after that the complexity thereof, both in theory
and practice, increases rapidly as one provides

for the correction and/or detection of additional

errors in a code wherein the information bear
ing elements consist of a definite nuinoer. HoW
ever, under no set of circumstances is it possible
for any system using the principles of this in
vention to correct code groups if every element
Comprising Said Code groups is transmitted er
rOneously.
One advantage of the invention is that it may

be employed to correct an error of transmission
or recording in lieu of a prior type of system in
which hitherto an error has merely been indi
cated. Thus, for example, consider the operation
of a computer. In such a case the usual result
of an error is to cause the computing to cease
until the apparatus is attended to correct the
error inducing condition. In the case of a COm
puter left to run overnight without attendance,
operation would cease until morning upon the Oc
currence of a single error. Ey employing ap
paratus involving the principles of the present
invention, a single error or a succession of single
errors in sequentially transmitted code groups
can be corrected without System shutdown for re
pairs. By employing the principles of the in
vention in a more extensive form a machine could
be made to stop upon the occurence of a double

0

tion elements of the code but also the check ele

ments added for correction purposes, together
with
parity circuits or means for checking Sub
20 groups of the registered elements of the code
groups together with a relay tree for determining
the location within a code group of an error which
occurs, and finally means for reversing the er
rOneous electrical condition which comprises the
25 errOr.
A detailed analysis of the self-detecting and
correcting codes used in this invention is neces
sary for full understanding of the practical struc
tural
analogies disclosed. The binary representa
30
tion of 0 or 1 is used throughout the specifica
tion to represent code group elements for mathe
imatical convenience and also because this

method is the natural form for representing the
open and closed relays, absence or presence of
pulses, perforated tapes, cards with holes or non

erI'OT.

Furthermore, there are numerous types of
transmission systems such as binary permutation
computers and pulse code modulation telephony
Systems wherein the automatic correction of an
error is of great value; because, in general, in
these systems it is either impractical to stop the
operation or impossible to do so effectively if the
end and aim of the system is to be achieved. In
the case of telephone transmission, the difficulties
of stopping transmission at the reception of an
erroneous code group are quite apparent. The
present invention therefore lends itself to ad
vantageous application in such arrangements.
Another distinctive feature of utility wherein
the present invention advances the art is the
capability of Systems constructed in accordance
with the principles of the invention to correct
data, which has been erroneously stored. Thus,
for example, a given system may store informa
tion in the form of a record, for example, perfo
rated tape. Certain errors in Such tape may be
corrected long after the original source of infor
mation has ceased to operate by the error cor
recting procedures disclosed herein.

holes, and dot and dash methods that are used
The error-detecting and correcting codes dis
closed may be constructed from code groups con

in many forms Of code information Systems.

4.5

complished by grouping with the necessary in

check elements is to detect, locate and correct
errors appearing in any element, k as well as m,
of a code group.

In any binary code using n element code groups,
2nd different permutations are possible, and 27 sig
55
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nificant meanings could be aSSigned to the dif
ferent code groups. But in the Self-correcting
and other codes of this invention, 2n different

permutations are used to convey information
throughout a given System. 27-2" of the 2'' poS
sible different permutations represent code groupS
With single element errors. This allocation of
possible code groups to information and erroneous
meanings produces a redundancy R. defined as

65

the ratio of the number of elements used to the
minimum number necessary to convey the same

information, that is, R=n/m. This serves to

measure the efficiency of the code as far as the
transmission of information is concerned.
A single erroi-detecting code is a gode in which
sufficient check eleinents are sent with each cad;

ing permutation codes and correcting errors.
Broadly, however, the principles of the inven
tion may be applied to other types of Systems
involving such devices as vacuum tubes, gaseous
tubes, cathode-ray tubes or mechanical arrange

ments.

taining a total of n elements in a sequence; of
this total, using one method of analysis, m. partic
ular elements are aiSSociated with the informa
tion, and n-m=lc elements are used for error
check elements. The error correction is ac
formation elements the additional check elements
Whose binary Value:S 0 or 1 are generated in ac
Cordance With certain rules. The function of the

As mentioned hereinbefore, systems in accord
ance with this invention take on increasing de
grees of complexity as compared to ordinary

binary permutation code systems or binary
permutation code systems in which error de
tection only is provided. By way of exemplary
embodiment, there is described hereinafter a
system in accordance with the invention whereby
use is made of electromagnetic relays for register

use of equipment over and above that necessary
for transmission or recording without the use of
the invention. In general, it will be seen from the
first method of analysis presented hereinafter
that one embodiment of the invention requires the
addition of check elements to the permutation
code information elements, these additional elle
ments are generated at the sending or originating
end, at which point means are provided for Con
trolling the proper nature of these check ele
ments to accompany any particular code group.
At the receiving end there is provided additional
register means to register not only the informa

group so that a, single error ilin any code group
can be detected; a single error-correcting code
5

Sends enough additional check elements With
each code group so that a single error in 813 code
group can be detected, located and corrected.

2,552,629
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Similar definitions apply to multiple error-detect

sing and correcting codes.

In the following subsections, methods of con
structing special minimum redundancy binary
codes in the following cases are shown:

6

For a given number of information elements

im, the minimum number of check elements to
5

he assigned to each cote group is fixed. . . Suf
ficient check elements must be included, how
ever, so that any single error may be detected,
located and corrected. If the code group "Was

Id. Single error-detecting codes (knoWT in
the prior art).
received correctly, the check elements should
Ib. Single error-correcting codes (not known
also be able to indicate correct reception of the
Code goUp. Sinceitt i Srequired that the iki check
in the prior art).
Ic. Single error-correcting plus double error O elementS ShoW the position of a Single error in
detecting codes (not known in the pric art).
an ni i element code group plus a correct code
Section II of this specification discusSeS 3.
group, if such is received, the check elements
newly devised geometrical analysis of erior-der
must be able to describe mi-k+1=n-1 different
tecting and correcting codes, and Section III
iconditions. Therefore, with a binary represen
contains a detailed explanation of the structural 5 tation code k elements can indicate 2 possible
analogies of special codes b and c of Section I
conditions, thus
and also extensions to those structures.
SECTION -SINGLE ERROR
DETECTING CODES

20 is a condition Onic.

Using this inequality, Table I is calculated
which gives the maximum m for a given n or,
What is the Same thing, 'the minimum m for a

A single error-detecting code havilag n binary
elements in each code group may be constructed
in the following nanner. In the first n-1 ele
ment positions, n-1 elements of information ap

givei n.

Töle I

pear. In the nth position either a 0 or 1 element
appears so that the entire n positions have an
even number of 1's. This is clearly a single error
detecting code Since any single error in trans
mission would leave an odd number of

S in a

code group.
The redundancy of these codes is:
??

...

It might appear that to gain the apparent ad
vantages of a low redundancy, in should become
very large. BioWever, by increa,Sing in the prob
ability of at least one error in a code group in
creases due to errors caused by the equipment
transmitting the additional elements. The risk
of a double error, which would pass undetected,
, also increaSeS.

The type of detection check used above to de
termine Whether Or not the code group haSany
Single error Will be used throughout the Specifi

cation and will be called a parity check, The
above was an even parity check; it is obvious,
however, that an odd number of 1's could have
3 een used to determine the Walte of the elemenië

of the nth position. In Such a case the parity
check for detecting the presence of an error
would have been an odd parity check. Further
more, a parity check need not always involve all
the elements of a code group but may be a check.
over selected element, positions only.

SECTION Ib.-SINGLEERROR
CORRECTING CODES

To construct a single error-correcting code,

m. of the n available element positions in each

code group are assigned as information positions.

"The number mm is regarded aS {jXedi - and is debe mined by the maximum number Of code grop
means needed to convey informatioSh, but the
Specific element positions to be occupied in the
code group by the in information eleinents aire

*º ? mumi
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1
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?

O
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O
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45
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2
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8

13
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3
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4.

4
?

4

4.
-4
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To lSe Table I in constructing an error-cor

.recting code the requirements of the informa
tion System. Which will use the code must be

knoWn. If, for example, sixteen different code
group meanings are necessary for proper System
Operation, the condition is specified that :27-16

iin the binary code representation. The number
of information elements or m, therefore, equals
'4. The Seventh row of Table I shows three check
elen ?ents are necesary and as indicated in the
table in must be 7.

Having determined the general requirements

of a C0de:group for aparticular system, the binary
Value 0 or 1 involved in the necessary check
elements must be determined so that code group
correction is possible, or if no correctionis neces
60 Sary Such a condition is described by the check
elements. The first step in accomplishing this
eSSential objective is to assign each check elle
Enent a value determined by a parity check of
selected information elements. In an arbitrary
65 -Code:group representation, throughout this speci
fication, the check element positions in an also

abitrary choice appear to... the left of the infor
Ration element positions. The numerical assign
ment of the various element positions in an ele

left to later determination. Next, the k-n-m.
remaining element positions are assigned as O Inent position Sequence is as follows:
check positions, that is, the binary values in these
1?, 2,3 . . . kn-m, ml, m2, m3 . . . mm
positions, 0 or 1, are to be determined by even
parity checks in conjunction with element values "The positions for a na-7 code would be:
appearing in certain selected information posi
1?,2,3, nl, m2,13, 14
tions to be determined by Table II.

2,552,629
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The respective element positions from left to
right are for convenience in certain cases also
given a numerical notation of 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,
etc., which is called a code group position
Sequence.
One method of constructing a complete parity
check procedure for a single-error correcting code

in the check positions k1,k2, k3 by an even parity
method over the selected positions of Table II,

is Table III.

Table III

is embodied in the following two rules:
1. Each of the elements of m=n.--k positions
of a code group must be in parity check Subgroup
with one or more of the check elements. In other
words each element must be in a parity arrange
ment With at least one check element. An ele

Code Group Position
2

ment may also have a parity aSSociation with a

k?

of checks associated With them.

An example of parity construction following
20

T'Ctible II

Check Number

check Code Group Position

25

Element
Position

30

This table is limited to three check element

0
0
1.
O
1.

Thus a seven-position single error-correcting
code admits of sixteen code groups. There are,
of course, 27-16-112 meaningless or single error

code to avoid the all zero combination as either

lar positions to be assigned to check elements and

a code group or a code group pluS a Single error
Since this might be confused with no message.

information elements is not material. Upon ex
amination of Table III it will be found that rules
40

This would still leave 15 useful code groups. The
column in Table III, “Numerical value of code
group,' represents arbitrary meanings assigned to
the code groups of Table III.
Thus far the code theory presented deals with
error-correction code group construction. In or
der to Understand the theory of error location
and correction additional explanation follows: To
locate a particular element position whose value
has been received in error, reception parity checks
must be made over the same Selected positions
used in initially determining the values of the
check elements. If a correct parity is received

group position 1 has the check Set c1, code group
position 2 has the check set k2, code group posi
tion 3 has the check set c3, code group position 4
has the check set (k1, k2), etc.
The necessity for rule 2 is based on the follow
ing reasoning. Suppose two different element
positions had associated with themselves the

same check element sets. Then an error in

either one of the two positions would produce the
same set of check element failures determined by
a parity count, therefore a pattern of parity check
failures would provide no means for determining
which of the two element positions was in error.
If code group parity checks are so constructed
that each element position has a unique Set of

- -

0
1.
0
.
1.
O
1.
O
1.
O

desirable to drop the first code group from the

element positions can be checked. The particu

1 and 2 for constructing correcting parity checks

k * 71

Code Group

code groups. In some applications it may be

positions; therefore, from Table I only n=7

are Satisfied. Each code group position is COW
ered by at least one check element and also each
code group position is covered by a different corn
bination of check elements. For example, code

Numerical

Walue of

lement Position

plurality of check elementS.
2. It is both necessary and Sufficient that no
two different elements have exactly the Same Set
these rules is shown in Table II.

3 | 4 | 5 | 6

Over the Selected positions for each check a 0 is
55

arbitrarily written down. If an error occurs and
an even parity group is received with an odd
number of i's, a 1 is written down. After this
procedure is accomplished for all of the checks
aSSociated with a code group, a sequence of 0's
indicates that the code group was received free
from any Single error. A sequence with a 1 in it

checks associated with itself and with no other
an error. Because of the uniqueness
element position then the pattern of parity check 60 indicates
by
which
the parity checks of Table II were con
failures will indicate exactly What element posi
Structed,
any
given reception parity check per
tion is in error as a unique set of parity check
mutation of 0'S and 1's having at least a single 1
failures will occur for an error in each of the
in the Sequence will indicate the element posi
different element positions.
tion of a single element error.
As an illustration of the above theory, a Seven
TiTo illustrate this procedure, let it be assumed
position code is constructed. From Table II if
that the code group representing decimal value
m=7, then m=4 and kc=3. From Table III, the
l, i. e., 1110001, is transmitted. Furthermore, let
first check in position k1 involves code group
it be Supposed that the transmitted code group
positions 1, 4, 5, 7 and the Second check in posi
WaS received with a single error in element posi
tion k2 involves code group positions 2, 4, 6, 7 and 70 tio:h k1 So that the code group appears as Oil: 0001.
the third check in position k3 involves code group
From Table III, the check element in position kc?
positions 3, 5, 6, 7. This leaves positions 4, 5, 6, 7
Or code group position 1 involves code group po
as information positions. The result, after Writ
sitions 1, 4, 5 and 7. The check element in po.
ing down all pOSSible binary numbers using posi
Sition k2 or code group position 2 involves code
tions m1, m2, m3, m.A. and calculating the values 75 group positions 2, 4, 6 and 7. The check element

2,552,629
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desirable to introduce a geometric model. The

ber of single-error code groups possible, or 112.
The information code giroups are assigned to
Vertices which have a distance determined by
element value comparison of the code groups in
Table III. Any given code group of Table III

model described herein is a unit n-dimensional
cube with 27 vertices. Each vertex of the model

is identified with a particular binary Code group.
Code groups having in elements are used; there
fore, 27 different binary permutations are poS
sible and each vertex can be represented by a dif
ferent code group. A part or Subset of the total
27 vertices are assigned code groups which repre
sent information in a particular code. These are
called information vertices. The remaining
vertices are assigned code groupS Which repre

has element values which are different fron the

element values appearing in the respective ele
ment positions of any other code group of Table
III in at least three element positions. For eX
annple, comparing the code groups representing
numerical values 1 and 2, element value differ
ences are noted in elenaent positions ic1, m3 and
m4; while the k2, k3, in 1, and m2 element posi

sent errors in the same code. It should be re
inenbered that error detection and correction

codes have a redundancy greater than 1, which
means that all possible different 0 and 1 code
group element permutations do not have mean
ings assigned to them. Each vertex represented
by a code group is also given an arbitrary alge
braic notation Such as ac, y Or & for analytical COm

tions have the same element values in the same

element positions of the two code groups.
This difference of eleinent values in three

20

veinience.

Into this cube of 27 vertices a distance is in

troduced, or as it is usually called, a metric,
which is represented by the notation D(ac, gy).
ID (anc, y) in the m dimensional model representS

at least three element positions. Therefore, the

25

the shortest distance between vertex ac and

vertex gy. This distance is not necessarily a
straight line but is the scalar total of the Straight
line unit length cube edges between adjacent
vertices in completing the shortest path from
vertex ac to vertex gy. It is to be noted that in a
particular binary code group assignment the in
formation vertices are not necessarily adjacent to
each other and that the shortest distance path

30

values for m, k and in the geometrical cube will
not be completely packed With Single-error and

over error code group vertices. Also each unit
length cube edge over which a pathis taken forms
a right angle with other unit length cube edges

information code groups for each vertex.
If all the information code group vertices are
at a distance of at least two units from each

at each vertex. In calculating the distance this
angle is not important.
The assignment of binary code groups, error
as well as information, to given vertices, is as foll
lows: Code groups which have only one element

other, then it follows that any single error will

represent a vertex that is not associated with in
formation, and hence is an erroneous code group.
This in turn means that any single error is de
tectable. It is not correctable because it is not
pOSSible to ascertain from which information
code group the error code group resulted as the
Single error code group is a unit distance from
at least tWO information code groups. When the
minimum distances between information vertices

value differing when a comparison is made to
the values appearing in the respective element
positions of any arbitrary code group are as
signed to vertices only a unit distance from the
vertex assigned to the arbitrary code group.

tions is made. The above four Code groupS Inay
be said to be two unit distances apart in a three
dimensional System. In an n-dimensional SyS
tem, code groups having different values appear

ing in g element positions after a comparison of
respective element positions must be assigned
vertices g unit distances apart. For example, if
n equals 8, the following three code groups must

Sixteen code groups are assigned to vertices at
least three unit distances apart. The 112 single
error Code groupS are a SSigned to the renaining
Vertices in accordance with a comparison which
ShoWS how many unit distances a given error
Code group Should be from the inforination
Vertices already assigned to the cube. It will be
found that each Vertex has a given code group
and that the distance requirement is met in as
signing the individual binary code groups to the

different vertices. However, for certain specified

followed between information vertices will paSS

Similar definitions apply for multiple distance
vertex code groups. For example, in a model
Where n-3, two elementS of any code group in
the group 001, 010, 100 and 111 differ from the
elements of the remaining COde groupS When a
respective comparison of all three element posi

element positions means that the tWO code groups
must be assigned to vertices 3 units of distance
apart. Comparison of all the code groups of
Table II shows that all the code groups differ
from each other in element values appearing in

is at least three units then any single error will
50

irepresent a position at a vertex nearer to the

correct information vertex than to any other
information vertex and this means that any

Single error Will be correctable for in this case it
55

is poSsible to ascertain by comparison which in
formation code group was received erroneously.
This type of information is summarized in the
following table for various distance assignments
between information vertices.
T?ble VII

60
Minimum Dis
tance Between

Meaning

Code Groups
be assigned vertices four unit distances apart
from each other; 00000000, 00001111, 11001100.
in order that the geometrical explanation thus 65 1----------------- uniqueness.
far may be more clearly understood it is adapted
to the single-error correcting code groups of
double-error correction.
Table III. In Table III, 7-element code groups
are used; therefore, a 7-dimensional model is
used for geometric study. Such a model has 70 Conversely, it is evident that if we are to effect
27 vertices. Table III contains only 16 informa
the detection and correction listed, then all tha
tion code groups. Any permutation code group
distances between information vertices must
-- - - - - - -

v · · VM v

M WM

------

not appearing in Table III is an error. In a 7

element code group 27 permutations of 0 and 1
are possible; therefore, 27-16 equals the num

5

Single-error detection.

single-error correction.

single-error correction; double-error detection.

equal or exceed the minimum distance listed.
Thus the problem of finding suitable codes for a
given System requirement is the same as that

13

circuit arrangement for the single-error correct

of finding. Subsets of vertices in the geometrical
space: which maintain at least the Minin UiTM diiS -

ing relay circuit of Fig.1; and
Fig. 4 is. a single-error correcting plus double
error detecting relay circuit employing eight-ele

tance, condition. The special codes diSCUSSed iii
subsections Ia, Ib, and Ic were merely descrip
tions of one method of selecting a particular

subset of points for minimum distances of at least
2, 3 and 4, respectively. For example, any given
code group in Table III is at least thi'ee units of
distance away from any other code group listed.
There are many permutation Schemes in the
mathematical art for accomplishing this result.
The reception parity check method disclosed WaS
also just one method of comparing the received
code group with all possible transnitted code
groups so as to locate and correct errors de
pending upon the code design,
It should perhaps be noted that at a given inini

Inent code groups.
The drawings of the circuits of this invention
will be easier to follow if the Schematic diagrams.
do not associate relay contacts with the relay
structure, which makes or breaks the contactS.
O

The method of relay representation used here
in follows in part the drawing analysis described
by Claude E. Shannon in “A symbolic analysis.
of relay and switching circuits' published in the
Translations of the American. Institute of Elec

15

trical Engineers, Volume 57, page 713. The Sche
natic Symbols employed in accordance with
the method of analysis used herein are briefly
eXplained as follows: Each rectangle representS.

mum distance Some of the correctability may be
exchanged for more detectability. For exasinjie,
a relay winding and structure, excepting the
a code with a minimum distance of 5 rinay be used 20 contacts actuated by that structure. A set of
for:
make contacts is shown by two short crossed
lines through the joining point of which passes
(a) Double-error correction (with, of course,
a solid iine representing the connecting leads to
double-error detection), or
the Set of make contactS. A Set of break con
(b) Single-error correction plus triple-errOlº
tactS is shown by a short line, through the mid
detection, Or
point of which passes a solid line representing
(c) Quadruple-error detection.
the connecting leads to the set of break contactS.
The capital letter or numeral or combinations
Another feature of proper distance inforia
thereof within each rectangle identifies a par
tion codes should be observed. In the particular
codes constructed in SubSections IG, b and IC ally 30 ticular relay, and the lower case letter or nu
meral or combinations thereof adjacent a set of
interchanges of columns representing the Sané
contacts identifies a set of contacts operated by
element position of all the code groups of the
the relay bearing the capital letter and/or nu
code do not change the code in any essential Way.
meral designation. Thus a Set of contacts drawn
Neither does interchanging the 0's and 1's in any

position, a process usually called complement

???????. ?-

ing. This idea is made more precise in the foll
lowing definition. Two codes are said to be
equivalent to each other if by a finite number
of the following operations One can be trainS

is a make set on relay Q2, one drawn
a2

formed into the other:

is a break set on the same relay. Other circuit

... The interchange of any two positions in the
code groups; and
2. The complementing of the values found in
all element positions. in the Code groupS.

elements are shown in the usual form.

Fig. 1 is constructed from component relay
circuitS which perform electrical functions anal
Ogous to the mathematical steps disclosed in
conjunction. With the n="7, m=4, and k= 3 Sin
gle-error correcting code of Section Ib. Where
certain component circuits, or portions of a cir

Thus, a study of a class of codes can be reduced
to the analysis of typical members of each equiv

alent class. All discussions in this Specification.

directed to a particular code are applicacie in
whole to any code in the same equivalence claSS.

In terms of the geometric nodel, equivalience
transformation amounts to rotation and reflec

cuit in Fig. 1 are assigned a particular function,
5

tions of the unit clube.

A further feature of the codes discussed in

subsections Ia, Ib and Ic is that they represent
codes which have the minimum redundancy poS
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sible to accomplish the assigned detection and

In order that the hereinbefore described Self

correcting codes may be clearly understood and

Scriptions a 1 value in a particular element po
sition will be represented electrically by a current
impulse in the channel of the input and output
circuits of an error correcting system which

transmit and receive that element. A 0 ele

ment value in the same code group position will
be represented by the absence of current in the
Same channel circuits. In general, the circuit

correction requirementS.
SECTION III-STRUCTURAL ANALOGIES OF
SELE-CORRECTING CODES

they are enclosed within a dotted line rectangle
for clarification. Throughout the structural de

GO

functions are as follows: Relay circuits within
inpUt arrangement ENP pick up non-error cor
recting information code impulses from a digital

information Source not ShoWn. The relay con
readily incorporated into digital information SyS
tactS Within M transmit, the information im
tems, structural analogies embodying relay cir 5 pulses to the receiving register relays coils with
cuits. Will now be fully described With reference
in R.R. Simultaneously with the transmission of
to the accompanying drawings in which:
the information impulses for a given code group
Fig. 1 is a single-error correcting relay circuit
over certain or all of the channels cm., cm2,
employing seven-element code groups;
cm3, and cni, check element impulses are sent,
Fig. 2 is a basic parity check relay circuit that 70 over certain or all of check channels cle, cic2,
can be adapted with slight modifications to par
and cic. These check element impulses are de
ticular single-error correcting or multiple-error
termined by the relay sending parity circuits
detecting and correcting code Systems having
within K, K2, and K3. The register relay coils
any given length code groups;
Within RR are thus energized in accordance with
Fig. 3 embodies an alternate receiving parity s the information impulses originally sent by the

5
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6
tively ground relay coils KRI, KR2 and KR3.

information source and the additional check

impulses determined by K, K2 and K3. The
relay contacts and relay coils Within E form
a receiving parity check circuit for indicating
an error in any of the code impulses registered

The relay coils within RR, then form a receiving
register for Single-error Correcting Code grOupS.
The impulses which form these code groups are
Sent over channels cm, cm2, cm3, cm.4, chef, cic2
and cic3, which may be long transmission lines
which are subject to transient pick-up or ground

or the erroneous absence of an impulse which
should have been registered by the register relay

coils within R.R. E.L. is a relay tree which locates
the channel position of an error indicated by

ing; or the channels may operate Several Stages

the circuit components within EI. An error haV.
ing been indicated by the circuit. Within EI and
located by the circuit within EL, components
Within ER correct the erroneous channel by
sending to the output circuit within OUT an im

pulse if one is required or removing an impulse
if one was erroneously transmitted.
A detailed explanation of the circuit of Fig. 1

is as follows: INP is a SWitching arrangement
operated by a source of digital information not

drawn. The code impulses transmitted from the
information source are assumed to be in accord
ance with a non-error correcting Code whose code

20

groups contain 4 information elements, therefore,
24=16 possible code groups can be received from
the information source. These 16 code groups

coil C3 is energized if an even number of relay

coils KR3, MR2, MR3 and MR4 is energized. If
a transmission error occurs and a particular relay

are identical with the code groups of Table III

except they do not include the three additional
check elements of the Table III code groups. A
part or all of the Switches , 2, 3 and 4 of INP
are closed simultaneously, electrically or mechan
ically, by the information source depending upon
the 1 values in the m1, m2, m3 and m4 element

coil. Within RR. Was not energized or was errone

Cusly energized, f, 2 or all of C, C2 and C3 would
not be energized thereby indicating an even par
ity group was received in odd parity and that,
30

be converted into an error correcting code group
by this invention. The particular relay coils M,

M2, M3 and M4 of INP in series with the set
energized by battery 5. The energized relay coils

of Switches closed by the information Source are

general, the circuit within EII is an error indi
cating arrangement if an error occurs. If an
40

C3. Depending upon the particular contacts that

are made or broken by C1, C2 and C3, one of the

K3 provide in certain cases a ground turn path

error locating relay coils Ei, E2, E3, E4, E5, E6
and E, will be grounded and energized by battery
8 if a. Single transmission error occurs. The con

tacts actuated by C, C2 and C3 are connected
into a relay tree; since there are three check

channels cm., cm2, cm3, cm.4, cict, clc2 and ck:3
are grounded. There is a receiving register relay
and line channel for each of the element posi
tions necessary to transform the code impulses

relays operating relay transfer contacts there

are eight contact outputs to the tree. If one or

more of the check relays has not operated, the

received from the information source to error

s5

6)

The error locating relay contacts and the regis
ter relay contacts within ER are used for ground
ing and thereby energizing a combination of the

output relay coils within OUT in accordance with

Therefore, the rule for designing the parity cir
cuits of Kl, K2 and K3 is simply that if an odd
number of relays in the groups (M, M2, M4),

70

connections within Kl, K2 and K3 will respec
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(Ml, M3 and M4) , or (M2, M3 and M4) is ener
gized by the information Source, then the contact

appropriate error locating relay coil is grounded
through the tree, thus making or breaking the
relay contacts within ER that are actuated by
the energized error locating relay coil.

Section Ib the check element value of element

position k1 Was determined by an even parity of
the values found in k1, m1, m2 and m4 element
positions. The check element value of position
k2 was determined by an even parity of element
positions k2, m1, m3, ma, and the check element
Value of position k3 was determined by an even
parity of element positions k3, m2, in3 and 724.

error does not occur Ci, C2 and C3 will be
grounded and energized by battery 7. The cir
cuit arrangement within EL includes a network

of contacts actuated by relay coils C , C2 and

for receiving register relay coils KR, CNR2 and
KR3. Battery 6 energizes certain or all of the
register relay coils depending upon which of line

correcting code impulses. Check element im
pulses in accordance With the Values appearing
in positions kc1, k2, and kc3 of Table III are regis
tered by relay coils KR, KR2 and KR3, respec
tively. These registered impulse values are deter
mined by the parity circuit arrangement of the
relay contacts within Kl, K2 and K3. From Sub

theirefore, an error Occurred in the transmission

of a code group Over the channels. The particu
lar relays or combinations thereof of C, C2 and
C3 that are not einergized identify an error in a
particular transmission channel because of the
unique method of generating the transmitted
check elements by the circuits within K1, K2 and
K3 following the scheme of Table II. Thus, in

positions, respectively, of a given code group to

Mf, M2, M3 and M4 operate the relay contacts
within rectangles MI, KI, K2 and K3. Individual
make contacts m, m2, m3 and m4 within M,
when closed by relay coils Mil, M2, M3 and M4,
provide a ground return path for receiving reg
ister relay coils MR, ?, MR2, MR3 and MR4. The
relay contact arrangements within Ki, K2 and

of an information system not shown and then
connect to the register relay coils within R.R.
The circuit arrangement within EI ShoWS COIl
tact networks operated by the receiving register
relay coils within RR, which under certain make
and break conditions, ground check relay coils
C, C2 and C.S. Each check relay is operated if
the corresponding parity subgroup of the register
relay coils receives an even number of Signals.
In particular, relay coil Ci is energized if an
even number of register relay coils KRf, MR,
MR2 and MR4 is energized, relay coil C2 is ener
gized if an even number of register relay coils
KR2, MR, MR3 and MR is energized; and relay

the particular receiving register relay coils with
in R.R. that are energized with correction for any
single error in transmission. Battery 9 supplies
the energizing current for the output relay coils.
If no error has been detected by check relay C,
C2 and C3, a check ground is received from the
Contact arrangement with Ei, that is make c,
make c2 and make c3 are closed thereby grounding
the check lead shown on the drawing. In this case,
because none of the error locating relays is ener
gized and all the break contacts e4, e5, e6 and en
aire closed, the indications of the register relays
MIRI, MR2, MR3 and MR4 are repeated forward

by energizing the appropriate output relays with

18
contact operation were to remain closed from
a previous contact operation, receiving register
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in OUT. This ground return path, which indi
cates no error, plus the Seven ground return paths
to the error locating relays make up the eight
output connections to the relay tree Within R.T.
If, however, one of the error relays has operated,
no check ground can be furnished by the Con
tacts within E, and the check lead Will be
grounded through an error relay make contact
Within ER, of the operated erroir relay. This lead

relay MR3 would be energized and numeral 12

would be received as 0.111110 with an incorrect
element value in element, position m3. Check

reiay Ci would be grounded and thereby ener
gized by battery i through tari Inake, kiri break,
mr2 make and mri break. There is, however,
no ground path formed by any combination of

will also be disconnected from the nake Contait 10 closed contacts within E1 for relays C2 and C3.
This failure of relay coils C2 and C3 to be ener
of the corresponding register relay by the break

gized indicates an error in a particular channel.

contact of the error relay that was operated.

The indicated error is located as to element po
sition by the contact arrangement With EL.
Make contact of is closed by CE thereby energiz
ing error relay E6 through make ct, break c2

Thus, any of the register relays, whose corre
sponding error relays are unoperated, Will trar.S-

mit ground forward if the register relays are op

erated; the register relay whose corresponding
error relay has been operated Will, however,
transmit ground forward only if the register relay

is unoperated, thus reversing the indication of
the register relay. Contacts Om, , Om2, Om3 and

and break c3. This locates the error detected by

the C energized, C2 unenergized, and CS Unen
ergized combination as being in element posi

tion m3. The check lead is not grounded by con
tacts within E. Efowever, a nake contact e6
Within ER grounds the check lead so that ground

20

oins are actuated by the outpuš, relayS and may

be used to operate a tape nachine, register Ol'
an information Systern in accordance with the
corrected code. It is obvious, however, that other
contact arrangements may be actuated by relayS
CMI, OM2, OM3 and OMI. So as to operate re
quired output devices.

to make mart and make mir2 completes a closed
circuit to OM and OM2, respectively. The break

contact e6 within ER, actuated by E3 blocks
ground to make mr3thereby correcting the error
transmitted over channel em 3. : OMA and OM2

25
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are grounded through (mir make, el break, es
nake) and (nr 2 make, e5 break, es make), re
particular code group throughout the circuit of
Fig. 1 is now described. If the nuineral 12, 1100 30 Spectively. As OMA is not grounded by any con
The correct and incorrect transmission of a

in the binary representation, is received from the

tact conbination the output code group is cor

within NP, switches and 2 will be closed and

By the use of additional contacts on error re
lay ES a device may be arrainged so as to giye

lected and is received as 1100.

information source by the Switch arrangement
M and M2 will be energized by current flow
from battery 5, Make contacts nil, and m2 Within

an indication that a specific error was received
at Some point in a particular channel in the

M will be closed by Ma and M2 herely grounding
MR, and MIFR2. fR, and MIFR2 will, t?aerefore, be
energized by battery G. KR, will not be grounded
by the contact arrangement within Ki for there
is no combination of closed contacts therein

sending, transmission and receiving equipment
associated therewith thereby assisting the repair
man in his search for the defective apparatus.
40

In a practical application of this circuit an

which provides a path to ground. KR2 will be

information Systern Will be subject to limited

provided by K2 using make in , break m3 and
break 2.É. KR3 will be energized by battery 6
through the ground return path provided by K3
using break m3, make m2 and break iná. Thus,
the information code impulses from the informa

fective operation of particular stages inserted
in any information line channel of cim í, cinn?,
cm3, cni, cic, cic2, and clic3. in such a case
any particular single error will be corrected for.

errorS due to transmission line defaults or de

nergized by battery 6 through the ground path
4. 5

Any circuit fault within M, Ki, K2 and K3,

Which erroneously energizes or fails to energize

tion source are received by the register relay
coils Within RR in an error correcting code group

of 0.111100 by grounding register relay coils KR2,

KR3, MR í and MR2. As the code group received

any particular one of the seven register relay
coils Within RR for a given code group, will also

50 be corrected for by the circuit arrangement With

by the register relay coils was correct, error in

dicating relays CF, C2 and C3 within EI are
grounded and, therefore, energized by battery

through (in "A make, her break, nr 2 make, nr.

break); (iiri make, icr2 make, mrs break, mré
break) and (mir2 make, kr3 nake, nar3 break,
mira break), respectively. When all of relay
coills CI, C2 and C3 are grounded, cf. makë, c2
make and c3 make within E, are closed thereby
grounding the check lead. The make contacts

n2r and mr. Within ER, having been closed by

register relay coils MR and MR2, provide a
ground return path for the output relay coils

OMI and OMi2 through the closed error break
contacäs eš and eä and the grounded check
lead. In this instance because the register relay
coils were energized correctly, the particular set
of output relay cois GM, Olyiä, OTV3 and CRÄä

which is to be energized is determined by the cor
responding energized register relay coils.
However, as an example of error correction, if

erroneous transmission by channel cm3 were

caused by a fault to ground on this conductor,
or if nake contact in3 within. A due to faulty

5
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in EI, Eis and ER, before the code group reaches
the output relay coils. Within OUT. This is the
type of error which is corrected by the circuit of
Fig. 1. Systern errors in the information source
and the operation of the circuits within INP will,
of course, not be corrected since the check ele
ments have not yet been added.
In a given Systein imore or less than 4 informa
tion elements per code group may be required. In
Such a ca.Se modifications of Fig. 1 Will, of course,
be necessary. Table I indicates the number of
check elements that in ust be added to different

length Code groups so that they may be coin
Werted into error correcting codie groups. In gen
eral, the circuit changes required in Fig. 1 are
aS follows: INP must be modified so that there

is a SWitch and coil path for each information
element used in the non-error correcting code
groupS received from the information source. M
must be modified so that there is a make contact
for each information element channel. There

must also be included additional information reg

ister relayS for each added channel. A table such

as Table II must be constructed following the
5 two rules given in Subsection it for the creation

19
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of parity checks for the length of code group re
quired. For each additional check element a,
parity check circuit such as EK, K2 and FK3 is
necessary. To each of the partity check circilitS
there must be assigned the information eleinents
which the check element is to be in parity with
as determined by the table drawn up. A given
parity check circuit must be designed following
the general arrangenhent of K. So that Whe; a
oddi number of the relia y coils withian INP are
energized by the information source with which
the check element is to be in parity, a re
ceiving register relay coil will be groinded. If
an even number is eithergized, the receiving eg
ister relay coil is not to be grounded. Fig. 2
shows a general parity arrangement, which with
slight modifications can be adaptad to particillair
circuit requirereints. A group of N relays are ar
ranged from left to right and numbered consecu
tively from 1 to N. TWO relay contact levels,
marked odd and even on the figure, are shown.

Since 0 is an even nunner, the arrangement for
grounding the odd level at point A. reguires only
a make contact on the first relay, that for ground
ing the even level at point A l'equires a break on
the same relay. If relay 2 is unoperated, the
parity at point B will be the sanie as at point. A
regardless of the condition of relay , and con
Versely, if relay 2 is operated, the pality must be
reversed in going from A to S. Accordingly, break
contacts on relay 2 extend the odd and even
levels unchanged fron. A to B while ?nake coin
tacts interchange the condition between these
points. Since the number of Irelays operated must
be either odd or even, it would suffice if only
two relays Were coincerned to suppress one or the

20
without erroi by the register relay coils. The cii'cuits Within ER, and OUT need Oniy pe modified
by increa,Sing or decrea,Sing the number of Citpllit
relay coils and providing coinnections to grouinai
by the corresponding error and register relay coin
tacts.

10

The receiving circuit withiin E and E. de
Scribed in conjunction with Fig. 1 is slow in oper
ation. Since it is necessary to energize the check
relay coils C, C2 and C3 so as to ground the
check lead when no error has occurred. In Sonne

20

applications the delay in grounding the check
lead before the appropriate output relay coils are
energized is undesirable. A faster circuit is easily
provided for by rearranging the circuit so that
the check lead is grounded by contacts actuated
by the register relays themselves. The parity
check operation, however, must be callied out, in
detail to permit location of an error if one oc
curs. This arrangement Will result in faSter Op
eration in the absence of error, with slowing

down of circuit operation when an error must be
located and corrected. Fig. 3 ShowS contact and
coil arrangements in which IE replaces the al
25
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rangement within E à of Fig. 1 and LE replaces
the arrangement with Ef of Fig. 1. These cir
cuit Substitutions are the only ones necessary
to speed up operation of the circuit of Fig. 1.
The improved arrangement for obtaining check
ground when no error is detected, and for oper
ating check relays in presence of a single error,

is provided by the contacts within IE. The re

quirement for check ground is, of course, that the
check combinations of register relays (MR, i, MR2,

MR4, KRI), (MRI, MIR3, MRA, KR2), and (MIR2,
MR3, MR4, KR3) must all represent Operation of

other of the levels at point, B thus saving a

even numbers of relays. It is noted that the com
transfer. On relay 2; this gives the contraCl) cir
bination (MR, MR2, MIR4, KR.) Will be even if
cuit for controlling a light from two locations
the
combination (MAER, MAR2, MIFR3, MIR;) and the
by use of two three-way switches. The asic cis 40 combination
(MR3, KR) are both even, or both
cuit can be extended to 3, 4 or any greater intain

odd, and not otherwise. Coinbination (MR,

ber of relays by adding circuits on each relay
identical with that shown between A and B. If
this is terminated at point C, with Suppression
of One output level, it gives the circuits ein
ployed in Ki, K2 and KS of Fig. 1 for the 4-ele
ment binary code; if extended to point D, the
circuit is that used at the receiving end in EI of
Fig. 1. In any event the circuit, Will be rec.

Ognized as that used for controlling a light from
a multiplicity of locations, enploying two three
Way SWitches in connection with the required
number of four-way switches. The receiving
parity arrangeinent Within EI of Fig. 1 must be
changed so that there is a check relay coil for
each check element required. Each coil is to be
connected to an even parity arrangement of the
circuit shown in Fig. 2 in accordaince with the
proper Subgroups.

The three parity circuits within EI of Fig. 1
are interconnected to one another so as to present
an economical use of Irelay contacts. For any
particular code group requirements certain nodi
fications of the basic circuit of Fig. 2 will be de
Sirable in order that a minimum of relay con
tacts will be employed in the receiving parity
circuits. To modify the contact arrangement

50
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lar relay tree output lead if an errol occurs in
the code group position it checks. The one re
Izlaining output lead is used to provide check
ground in the case that all elements are received

of Fig. 3 when all the basic parity subgroups are
received in even parity. This is done in the cir
cuit within IE by proceeding initially from ground
f0 through a parity checking circuit using con
tacts operated by relay coils MR, MR2, MR3 and
MR4, obtaining both odd and even indications at

the right-hand end of this portion of the circuit.
The odd output of this network is then followed
by paths in series which are closed only if (MR3,
80

KR), (MR2, KR2) and (IMIR, KR3) are odd;

Similar even combinations are interposed between
the even output of the first network and the
check lead. Relay coils C1, C2 and C3 are oper

ated whenever their respective corresponding
check groups are determined to be cdd; thus their

indications are the reverse of those of the check

Within EL, a relay tree should be constructed with
at least one more output lead than the error
correcting code group has elements. There must

be an error relay coil for each element position,
and each of these coils is grounded by a particu

MR3, MR4, KR2) will be even if the combinations
(MR, MR2, MR3, MR) and (MR2, KR2) are
both even, or both odd, and not otherwise. Con
bination (MR2, MR3, MR4, KR3) will be even if
the combinations (MR, MR2, MR-3, MR) and
(MR, KR3) are both even, or both odd, and not
otherwise. The characteristics of these basic
combinations provide a nethod of econ0:ily in the
relay contacts necessary to ground the check lead

relay coils C, C2 and C3 of Fig. 1. C and C2
of Fig. 3 are operated through the basic parity
70

network in series with combinations (MiR3, KR f )
and (MR2, KR2) as required. C3 is fed off the

basic parity network at a convenient point, thus
effecting Some Saving of contacts. A ground ap
plied elsewhere to the check lead cannot back up
to operate any of check relays, since the circuit is
in this respect disjunctive. The circuit within LE

2,552,629
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shows the rearrangement of EL of Fig. 1 to oper
ate the error relays as a result of the change in

ber of the relay combination (MR2, MR3, MR4,

function of the check relays. Again it is a relay

an even number of the relay combination (MR,

tree, except that in this case no output is pro

MR2, MER3, RMR, KR, EKFR2, KR3, KR4) is
energized. The detailed parity contact arrange

KR) is energized. C4 Should be einergized if

vided for the case in which all check relays are

unoperated, since the parity circuit arrangement

ment for check relay coils C2 and C3 is the
saiae as for the relay cois C2 and GS of Fig. .

within IE provides this ground directly through
the check lead. The circuits within ER, and OUT
of Fig. 1 would be used for locating an error and
reversing the combination of the corresponding
register as previously described.
Fig. 4 is a single error-correcting plus double

The garity c
or C3 is shared by relay coil C.
SC as to provide for a: econcily of 8day Conn
tact.S. C È CONFEC?S to an eyein parity leWel of a,

parity circuit involving relay contacts actuated.
by M.R., MR2, MER and EKR, as this point de
fines the condition for grounding relay coil C.

error-detecting relay circuit arrangement en

ploying eight-element code groups. The circuit

Both odd and even levels of this parity circuit
are extended to relay coil C by contacts actu
atted by ER2, EKR3, KR4 and MR3.
The contact arrangementS Within DEL pro
vide for location of any Single error registered

arrangement, in general is that of Fig. 1. With
modifications to provide for the added detection
feature. The circuit components of Fig. 4 ac
complish electrically the functions and have the
properties of the code descrised in Sui section IC
in conjunction with Table W. The operation of

by the register relay coils and indicated by the
check relay coils. If a double error occul'S, re

the components within INP is the same as that

lay coil RC is grounded and make contacts ro

of Fig. 1. The register relay coil circuit, within
RR, includes an additional check relay coil KR4.
This relay coil is energized in accordance With
the ground return path provided by particular
contact arrangements within K4. K4 is an added
sending parity check circuit which is necessary
for the generation of the fourth check element

Will be closed.

that an operator can be Warned that a double
error has occurred. Error relay coils E, E2, E3,
EA, E5, ES, E and E3 are connected to the out
LmLLm L GS LLLLLSLLS mGLCLL LLLLLGmGLLLLL LLLLrH0Lm LL0LLLL0LmLm0 0CLmL0GLLLLL

for a single ajºror-correcting plu:S double errôl’-

by check relay cois I, C2, C3 and C. The make

detecting code system. The value of the check
element in element position k4 of Table V was

and break relay contact assignments should be
So arranged that, With an error having been in
dicated by a particular linenergized combination
of one, two, or alli of check relay coils C, C2
and C3, that the appropriate error relay coil will

determined so as to form even parity With the 1

values in element positions k1, e2, e3, e4, m1, m2,
in 2 and 24 for a given code groi:p. Analysis
of Table WShows that the value in check element

be grotided and thereby energized by battery 8.

position ic4 also forms even parity with element

If no error is registered by the register relay
Coils, C, C2, C3 and C. Wii ge grounded and
energized hereby closing :ake contacts C, C2,
c3 and c4 within DE, and grounding the check

values in element positions m1, m2 and m3 for

each of the code groups in liable W. This code

property permits an economy in the USe of COIn
tacts in the Sending parity check circuit Within
K4. The requirement that KR be grounded, if
an odd number of register relays MR, MR2, MRS,
MR, KRi, KR2 and KRS Should be energized by
a particular code group, is satisfied by grounding

KR4 when an odd number of relays M2, M2 and

M3 is energized. Thus the relay coils within RR,
convert non-error-correcting information Code
groups which operate any combinations of

lead. The circuit arrangeinents within ER, and
OUT operate similarly to the arrangements with
LLL LLYuL SLLLL S S LSLL0YLS LS a LmSSS0SSS L 0L000S SS LLLLmLSL yLmmLmmLGr0
s i5

switches , 2, 3 and 4 into the single error-cor

recting plus double error-detection code group8
of Table W.
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The check relay coils CS, C2, C3 and C4 and

parity check circuit functions. If a particular
code group was received by the register relay

that the relay circuit, of Fig. 4 has the same

Code properties and characteristics outlined in
conjunction with the code of Table W.

coiis Within RR. Without error, all of Irelay coiS
Ci, C2, C3 and C would be grounded by their

Relay circuits employing self-correcting means
Were chosen for the Specification because they

respective parity check circuits and they would
be energized by current Supplied by battery .
group one, two, three or all of relay cois C,

more clearly ShoW the operation of error-correct
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C2, C3, and C4 would not be energized. The ele
ment position in which this error occurred would
be determined by the particular combination of

energized reays. If a double error occurred, C4
Would be energized and One, two, three or all of

relay coils Ci, C2 and C3 Would not be ener
gized. The detailed design of the receiving par
ity check circuits for check relay coils C, C2,
C3 and C4 is as follows: C should be energized
if an even number of the relay combination
(MIR, ?, RMR, MR, KR, i ) is energized. C2 Should
be energized if an even number of the relay
combination (MRf, MR-3, MR4, XR2) is ener
gized. C3 should be energized if an even num

the proper output reliay coills Within OUT Will
be grounded and thereby energized by battery 9,
If a double error occurs in a given code group,
the proper output, relay coils for correction with
in OUT Will not be energized; however, contacts
ro Will be closed operating the detection alarm
not shown. This operation is determined by
make contact c4 in Series with parallel break
Contacts CE, c2 and c5. If C is energized and
One, tWO, or all of CA, C2 and C3 are not ener
gized, then RO is grounded. It can thus be seen

the relay contacts within DEI perform receiving

If an error occurred in the reception of a code

Said contacts ro can be con

nected to any type of alarin device or stop cir
cuit as required in a particilar application so
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recting codes than other type of circuits. It is
apparent, however, that the structural func
tions necessary to accomplish self-correction can

be accomplished without invention by the use
65

of Vacuun, gas and beam guide tube circuits
Ol' other electrical and electronic devices. In a

mechanical System, mechanical arrangements
Cain also be devised following the principles of
the electrical circuits disclosed herein. In gen.
70

eral, any System. Would employ error-correction

or multiple error-detection and correction codes
in. Which the minimum distance between the in
formation Code groups is that listed in Table VIII.
kr :

The code groups used can be of any length pro
Vided the minimum distance requirement be
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tween information code groups is adhered to.
Any permutation scheme known in the mathe

length permutation code groups in which ele
inent values are characterized by One or the
other of two possible signaling conditions, the
improvement which comprises means for en
coding information into single error-correcting
cc.de groups in which each of Said single error

matical art can be used for element value as

signment so as to maintain the proper distance
for the length of code groups chosen. This
specification disclosed a parity check method in
subsection Ib and Ic for converting non-error
correcting code groups into error-correcting

correcting code groups has element values dif

code groups by forming new code groups which

have the proper minimum distance.

This

O

method is advantageous when the code groups

tive element position comparison of each of Said
single error-collecting code groups, and means
for changing the value in any one of the element
positions of each of said single error-correcting
co de groups so that the said element value dif

to be converted have less than the minimum dis
tance. In certain instances it might be desira
ble to transmit or employ properly distanced

code groups initially without the addition of
check elements. In such a case transmitting
parity check methods can be dispensed with and
proper distance code groups can be transmitted.
Having transmitted proper distance code groups,
whether check elements are added or not, if the
system errors are limited to that permitted by

fering from the element values of each of the
other of said single errol'-correcting code groups
in three or more element positions in a respec
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ference created by said encoding means is main
tailed if no more than a single element errol
cccurs in each of said single error-correcting
Coda groups.

2. În an information system employing equal

length permutation code groups in which elle
Table VIII for the distance chosen, any compari
ment values are characterized by one or the
son method at a subsequent system point which
other of two possible signaling conditions, the
compares the code groups received with those
improvement, which comprises means for encod
which constitute the information code groups
ing information into single error-correcting plus
of the code, will locate and detect the error po
double error-detecting code groups in which each
sitions. Error correction after location is sim
of said single error-correcting plus double errOl’ply a reversal of values. i.his is the basic prin
detecting code groups has element Values dif
ciple upon which this invention operates and so
from the element values of each of the
far as it is known this principle has never been : fering
other of Said Single error-correcting plus dou
recognized or employed structurally in the prior
ble error-detecting code groups in four or more
art. The comparison method chosen in this
element positions in a respective element posi
specification was the reception parity check, be
tion comparison of each of said single er'Or

cause it. Was analogCuS to the Sending or trans
mitting parity check used for adding check ele

correcting plus double error-detecting code
groups, means for changing the value in any One
of the element positions of each of said single
error-correcting plus double error-detecting code
groups so that the Said element value difference
created by the said encoding means is main

ments. The binary codes used Were structurally
represented by relay circuits in which the two
possible values of each code group element were

characterized by on-off signaling conditions. It
ing codes are applicable to the dual signaling
conditions attainable by dot and dash, perforated

should be understood, however, that self-correct.

tained if no more than a Single element error
occurs in each of said Single error-correcting
plus double error-detecting code gl’Oups, and

tape, cards With holes and non-holes, pius and
minus pulse methods or any other scheme for
distinguishing one from the other of two Sig
naling conditions. For illustrative purposes the
circuits described also assume parallel transmis
Sion of code elements over multiwire leads from
the Sending to receiving stages; it is understood,

means for detecting two or less possible element
ing plus double error-detecting code groups.

however, that the same code methods disclosed :

one or the other of two possible signaling con
ditions, means for adding elements having ele

will, by the use of distributors as in start-stop
telegraphy, permit the fundamental arrange
ments described to be used for sequential trans
mission of the code elements of each code group,
nor is it necessary to use register relays or their
equivalent in the operation of an error-correct
ing system. It is possible to transmit the code
groups through delay lines or delay networks
While the parity of code element Subgroups is
being checked by suitable circuits, the time de
lay being of sufficient duration that a code group
does not appear at the output of the delay ar

value errors in each of said single error-correct
3. A digital information system comprising

means for encoding information into permuta
tion code groups constructed from elements hav
ing element values characterized electrically by

?5

ment values also characterized electrically by
one or the other of two possible signaling con
ditions to each of Said permutation Code groupS
So that an error-correcting code is formed
whereby each new code group has a minimum
geometrical distance of at least three units from
each of the other of said new code groups form
ing the Said error-correcting code, means for re

ceiving said error-col recting code group, means

for detecting in each of said error-correcting code
group received by said receiving means one er
ironeous element value Signaling condition, means
for locating as to element position the element
value erroneously received by said receiving
means, means for reversing the signaling con

rangement until a possible error is located by

the parity procedure. At the output of the de
lay arrangement any erroneous values indicated
by the receiving parity checks could be rejersed
as to signaling condition. Thus the hereinbefore
described arrangements are only illustrative of
the application of the principies of this inven

dition erroneously received by said receiving
4. A digital information System comprising

means, and output information means.

tion and numerous other arrangements may be
parting from the spirit and scope of this inven

0.

1. In an information System employing equal

means for transmitting permutation code groups
constructed With a geometrical spacing of three
units and having element values characterized
electrically by one or the other of two possible
signaling conditions, reception means for re

5

ceiving Said transmitted code groups, and means

devised by those skilled in the art without de
tion.
What is claimed is:
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for reversing a signaling condition erroneously

for encoding information into a single error-cor

recting code having a maximum of 2 different

received by said reception means before further

transmission of the said code groups to an out
put stage.
5. A digital information system comprising
means for encoding information into a multiple
error-detecting plus Single error-correcting per
mutation code Constructed from code groups hav
ing a geometrical distance of at least four units
between each of Said code groups forming said
multiple error-detecting plus single error-cor
recting code, and means for detecting one or more
errors in each of Said multiple error-detecting
pluS Single error-correcting code groups, and
means for correcting a Single error in each of
Said multiple error-detecting plus single error

O

useful n element length information code groups
and having a code redundancy of greater than or
equal to n/m, means employing said single error
correcting code, means for detecting a single
error in each of said single error-correcting code
groups employed in Said second means, means for
locating as to element position a single error in
each of Said single error-correcting code groups.
employed in Said. Second means, and means for
changing the values in the erroneous element
value positions located by said fourth means.

11. A digital information system comprising

?5

correcting permutation code groups if only a

means employing 2 different n=m--k element
length triple unit geometrical distance permuta

tion code groups having element values charac
terized by one or the other of two possible signal

Single error occurs.

6. An information System comprising means
Subject to erroneous operation and employing in
formation encoded into a permutation code con

ing conditions, each of said n-element length
permutation code symbols having m informa
tion elements and k check elements where

2s-n-1, means for detecting the presence of

structed from code groups having a minimum

permutation code groups in Said first means not
having the Same permutation as any one of the
said 2º triple unit geometrical distance permuta

geometrical distance of at least three units and
having code group element values characterized
by One or the other of two possible signaling con
ditions, means for comparing each permutation
code group received from said first means with

tion code groups due to a single error, and means

for correcting the said permutation code groups
each and every correct permutation code group. detected by said second means.
12. A digital information system comprising
that can be received from said first means, and
means for correcting one error in each of said 30 means employing permutation code groups hav
permutation code groups received from said first
ing a plurality of Selected element value parity
means with only one error.
subgroups for each of said code groups with each
7. An information System comprising means
element in each of said code groups being in at
subject to erroneous operation and employing in
east one of said parity subgroups and with no two
formation encoded into a permutation code con
different elements in each of said code groups

structed from Code groups having a minimum

being in the same set of parity subgroups, means

geometrical distance of at least four units and

for detecting one or more parity check Subgroup

having code group element values characterized
by One or the other of two possible signaling con
ditions, means for comparing each permutation
code group received from said first means with
each and every correct permutation code group
that can be received from said first means, means
for correcting one error in each of said permuta
tion code groups received from Said first means
with only one error, and means for detecting one
or more errors in each of Said permutation code
groups received from Said first means with one

failures in each of Said code groups, means for

Oi
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means employing permutation code groups hav

ing a plurality of selected element parity Sub
groups for each of said code groups with each
element of each of Said code groups being in at
least one of Said parity subgroups and With no
two different, elements in each of Said code groups
being in the Same set of parity Subgroups, and
means for detecting one or more parity check
Subgroup failures in each of said code groups.
14. A digital information systein employing

Oie erOS,

8. A digital information System comprising
means for encoding information into permuta
tion code groups which permit any single error
in each of Said code groups to be automatically
located, means employing said permutation code
groups, means for detecting One or more errors
in each of Said code groups employed in said Sec

s5

ond means, means for locating as to element po

sition a single error in each of said code groups
employed in said second means, means for cor
recting a single error in each of said code groups
employed in said Second means.

permutation code groups n-elements in length

having k parity subgroups for each of Said code

groups where 2s-n-H and each of said H. parity

O

9. A digital information system using equal
length codes comprising means for encoding in
formation into a code having a redundancy
greater than one and having code group element
values characterized by one or the other of two

Stibgroups involving a different combination of
code group elements, and means for detecting
parity check failure in each of said ic parity Sub
groupS.

5. An information System comprising a Source

of information, means for encoding the infor
nation from said Source into digital code groups
having element values characterized by One Or
the other of two possible signaling conditions,
ineans for adding to each of Said code groups
eienents having element values so determined aS

Signating conditions, means employing said code,

means for detecting one or more errors in each
Code group of said code employed in said second
means, means for locating as to element position

to form even or odd parity with the eiergent, val

illes in inique code group parity check Subgroups,

One or more errors in each of said code groups
employed in Said second means, and means for
correcting one or more errors in each of said code
groupS employed in said Second means.

10. An information system comprising means

identifying the said detected one or more parity
check subgroup failures with a particular ele
ment position, and means for reversing the ele
ment value in the said identified element posi
tion.
13. A digital information system comprising

??? ????
9 &

neans for detScting a change in parity in any of
Said parity check subgroups, means for correct
ing any change in parity in said parity check
Subgroups detected by said detecting means.
6. An information System comprising means

27
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employing digital permutation code groups hav
ing code group element values So determined as
to form even or odd parity in accordance with
unique error-correcting code group parity check
subgroups, means for detecting a change in par
ity in any of said parity check Subgroups, and
means for correcting any change in parity in Said
error-correcting code group parity check Sub
groups det&cted by said detecting means.

lays, a Set of check relays connected to said set
of receiving parity check relay contact circuits,

17. An information system comprising a Source
of information, means for encoding Said infor
mation into digital permutation code signaling
conditions, a set of information relays operated
in accordance with said digital permutation code
signaling conditions, a set of Sending parity check

relay contact circuits having relay contacts ac

tuated by said set of information relays, a set of
information element register relays operated by
said set of information reiays, a set of check elle
ment register relays connected to said set of send
ing parity check relay contact circuits, a Set of
receiving parity check relay contact circuits hav
ing relay contacts actuated by said information
element and said check element register relays,

20

a set of check relays connected to said set of re

25

ceiving parity check relay contact circuits, a re

lay contact tree circuit having relay contacts ac
tuated by said set of check relays, a set of error
relays connected to the output leads of said re
lay contact tree circuit, and a set of output re
layS connected to error reversal relay contact cir
cuits having relay contacts actuated by said sets
of Orror, and information element register and
check element register relays.
18. An information system comprising a source
of information, means for encoding said infor
mation into digital permutation code signaling

30
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that Said element value difference created in said
first step is maintained.

conditions, a set of information relays operated

in accordance with said digital permutation code
signaling conditions, a set of sending parity check
relay contact circuits having relay contacts ac
tuated by Said set of information relays, a set
Of information element register relays operated
by Said set of information relays, a set of check
element register relays connected to said set of
Sending parity check relay contact circuits, a set
of receiving parity check relay contact circuits
having relay contacts actuated by said informa
tion element and Said check element register re

a relay contact tree circuit having relay contacts
actuated by Said set of check relays, a set of error
relayS connected to a plurality of the output leads
of Said relay contact tree circuit, an error-detect
ing alarm connected to one of the output leads
of Said relay contact tree circuit, and a set of
output relays connected to error reversal relay
contact circuits having relay contacts actuated
by Said Sets of error, information element regis
ter and check element register relays.
19. The method of detecting, locating, and cor
recting errors in the encoded information of a
digital system which comprises, first, encoding
information into permutation code groups where
in all code group elements are in parity arrange
ment with a unique set of code subgroups, sec
Ond, transmitting the encoded code groups, third,
checking each of Said code subgroups as received
for a change in parity, fourth, identifying said
Subgroup parity changes with a particular element
position, and fifth, reversing the signaling con
dition of an element identified by said fourth step.
20. The method of detecting, locating, and cor
recting errors in information encoded into a per
mutation code which comprises, first, encoding
Said information into code groups in which each
of Said code groups has element values differing
from the element values of each of the other of
Said code groups in a plurality of three or more
element positions in a respective element posi
tion comparison of each of code groups, and
Second, changing the value in any one of the
element positions of each of said code groups so
RICHARD W. H.AMMING.
BERNARD D. HOLBROOK.
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